
 

"This is the full version of Pavlov VR, with over 25% of content not available in the free demo. This download includes full access to all of Pavlov's training environments and challenges, including online multiplayer modes." ## Pavlov VR is a cutting-edge virtual reality experience that teaches your brain to respond to real world events. It's shaped by decades of psychological research, designed for
maximum engagement and immersion, and uses military-grade neuroscience to optimize training performance. With Pavlov you'll get the best results ever in less time than ever before. ## Using VR to train your brain triggers the same neural pathways that are responsible for your body's reflexes, allowing you to take control of your response much faster. To learn more, watch this video. As you
compete in Pulsar VR, you will learn how to take control of over 30 life-like training environments—each one designed with the latest in adaptive training technology—to make it easier to recognize and recognize objects. The result is a smarter, faster-thinking sniper who can train their brain to recognize things they once couldn't see…and respond appropriately. Here's a breakdown of the top
highlights from the Pavlov VR demo: * Tons of content featuring full motion training environments that provide you with a wide variety of challenges to recognize and recognize objects. * Entertainment features that allow you to upload your own photos, videos, and audio recordings for others to view in VR. * The most immersive VR experience ever with outstanding audio, graphics, and a full range
of motion movement.  

  Pavlov VR is compatible with all mobile devices with iOS or Android capabilities. For a more detailed list of compatible devices, please see the Pavlov VR Compatibility page. Pavlov VR also features a free training application which will be available for download from the App Store and Play Store in early 2018. Pavlov was originally funded by a Kickstarter campaign that raised $604,917 from
more than 4,500 backers worldwide. 

Although Pavlov offers training for any users from beginner to expert, it is designed especially for snipers and hunters with high-level marksmanship training. Pavlov VR was featured at the 2016 SHOT Show, with the following announcement: "Pavlov VR is a cutting-edge virtual reality experience that trains your brain to respond to real world events. It's shaped by decades of psychological research,
designed for maximum engagement and immersion, and uses military-grade neuroscience to optimize training performance. With Pavlov you'll get the best results ever in less time than ever before." - Chris Edwards, Co-founder & CEO of NeuroDigital Technologies In addition, the Pavlov Alpha team participated in a live interview with Paul Christoforo from The Game Informer Show at VCON
2016 as part of the Machinima Team Episodes series.
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